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ABOUT

La Coéss® is a beauty brand with just ONE 
product. It is a long quest and laborious formulation 
process to create our signature product - REVITALISÉ 
Nutrient Organic Face Oil. A silky smooth texture and 
lightweight mix, that contains 15 the most potent 
organic botanical extracts sourced from 10 different 
countries, manufactured in micro-batch in Portland, 
Oregon.
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FINEST INGREDIENTSSOPHISTICATED FORMULATION

UNIQUE DESIGN HIGH PERFORMANCE 

WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT

High performing everyday essential to 
deliver powerful and concentrated 
PhytoNutrients for all skin-type with a 
lightweight yet nourishing layer of 
moisture adapting to skin’s natural 
functions effortlessly to minimize irritation

Every active ingredient is grown from 
organic farm and harvested at the peak of 
the season to ensure the nutrients remain 
in their most potent form, each one 
carries organic certification by USDA

Heavy frosted glass bottle and Wengè 
wood dropper are our understated 
luxury signature look, inspired by 
premier musical instruments, that have 
been designed and crafted in Italy

A holistic approach to nutritional skin care. 
Formulated to work synergistically with 
skin. This silky-smooth and molecularly 
intelligent oil glides on skin and 
immediately sinks in, only left a silky soft 
touch to skin without any greasy feeling
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Multi-tasking Potent 

Antioxidants to 

Refresh with A 

Radiant Complexion

HIGH PERFORMANCE 

Deeply nourishes, protects, and rebalances skin. Increases the 
speed of cellular regeneration, visibly smooths wrinkles and fine 
lines, and revitalizes the skin for a youthful complexion. 

With our holistic skin care approach, dedicated to create a 
variety group of ingredients that worked really well together 
and complemented each other, to achieve a compounding 
effect for skin, by effectively delivering the skincare essentials: 
the vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients, antioxidants, omega fatty 
acids, and other essential elements. 
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USERS’ REVIEWS…

“

”

Lovely & Luxurious 
This has become an essential part of my evening routine. I 
put on about 5 drops every night before bed. It has a 
luxurious, silky consistency, nice warm tone, and lovely scent. 
Definitely helps promote hydrated, healthy, radiant skin. As a 
bonus, the bottle and packaging is absolutely gorgeous!! 

Tatyana Z

“

”
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COMMENTS & FEEDBACKS…

“
”

This organic face oil isn’t just packed full of 
powerful ingredients, but is so beautiful 
packaged… I have been using this for a few 
weeks now and my skin has never felt 
better…

“ ”
“ ”
“ ”

I need to take more photos of this not only 
beautiful, but extremely effective product!

“

”

This luxurious facial oil is not only gorgeous 
but hydrating…The main thing I look for 
facial oil is the ingredients, and does it 
absorb quickly. La coess absorbs right in 
making my skin feel soft and none greasy…

“
”

I definitely can sense and feel the purity and 
potency of the product…I can notice a subtle 
regenerating property. This oil would be 
great for all types of skin and I am really 
enjoying this beautifully formulated product.

“
”

I love it so much!

“ ”
Love a good facial oil, I use every night.

“ ”
Love your oil so, so much! 

“ ”
Beautiful ! Thanks for making clean and 
organic skincare 

“ ”
My favorite oil!

“ ”
“ ”

I’m obsessed with your facial oil. It has 
been doing wonders for my dry skin. 

“ ”
By far my favorite oil!

“ ”
“ ”

Just got both of these and everything from 
start to finish is so luxurious & beautiful

“ ”
Too beautiful not to share! Thank you, 
this is GORGEOUS 

“ ”I definitely recommend this oil to people with 
dry or mature skin, it keeps skin moisturized 
and glowy help to prevent wrinkles

Falling in love with this Face Oil

“ ”
My skin just drinks it up and I’ve noticed 
that it’s soft to the touch and radiant not 
only after application but over time as well.
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A beautiful supporting player in my 
current skincare regime.

Love it! Very velvety and leaves the  
skin supple.

The oil does a great job in making the skin 
radiant instantly & really helps to counteract 
the dry and flakiness that I get around my 
mouth due to retinoids. It also wears quite 
well under makeup.



The stylish heavy frosted glass bottles and Wengè wood 
droppers are lovingly designed and crafted in Italy. With our 
understated luxury signature look, inspired by premier musical 
instruments.
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UNIQUE DESIGN  

Premier Musical 

Instruments Inspired  

Design



SOCIAL SHARING…
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COMMENTS & FEEDBACKS…
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“ ”
I need to take more photos of this not only 
beautiful, but extremely effective product!

“ ”Love the design and rich color. “ ”Insanely Gorgeous.

“ ”
Wow the packaging is so gorgeous!

Such beautiful bottles and oils!“ ”

“ ”
The most beautifully packaged face oil I’ve 
ever seen! “ ”

I can’t get over the beauty of this product. 
From the exterior packaging, to the bottle, 
to the oil - every aspect is stunning.

Your line looks luxurious and beautiful!!“ ”

Too beautiful not to share! Thank you 
@lacoess this is GORGEOUS“ ”

“
”

This packing is stunning, absolutely stunning. 
I haven’t been this besotted with a brand’s 
packaging for as long as I can remember.

“ ”
The packaging is magnificent!

“ ”Just gorgeous, the product is amazing too.

I really appreciate the packaging and the care 
and thought that has been put in the complete 
user experience. The oil is housed in a sturdy 
box that, once opened, is much like unveiling a 
fine piece of jewelry. The wenge wood lid is a 
lovely detail whilst the rich colour of the oil 
shines amongst the simple, white branding.

“

”
The packaging is so stunning !“ ”

Beautifully packaging, the bottle felt heavy  
and luxurious.“ ”

I saw this product on Instagram and the design  
and packaging really caught my eye, and the  
results have made me really happy.

Both amazed and not surprised at how 
beautiful it is and how well it performs. So 
much went into this bottle of goodness

“

“
”

”
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The Art of Formulation

Our formula includes lower molecular weight ingredients 
that are absorbed quickly and allows La Coéss Face Oil 
to penetrate deeper into skin.  

Then by adding ingredients with higher density compounds 
that are rich and lingered on surface of skin act as a 
penetration enhancer for better moisture retention and 
achieving a silky soft touch.  

Finally, through a sophisticated and unique blending process 
with all these ingredients, we are able to create a powerful 
blend of full spectrum phytonutrients, with silky-smooth 
texture that glides on skin and immediately sinks in, deeply 
nourishes, protects, and rebalances skin without any 
irritation. 

SOPHISTICATED FORMULATION
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A Holistic Approach Unlocking The Radiance Within
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Our journey began with searching the best group of 
phyto-nutrients that create a comprehensive solution 
through the effect of complementarity… 

8  year long quest 

312  different ingredients tested 

783  formulation trails 

To an ideal combination of powerful natural plant-
based extracts to unlock their powerful properties.



Rooted in Potent 

Anti-oxidants & 

Intelligent Nutrients

Formulated from the finest organically grown plant-based 
ingredients on the globe. We tested 312 different ingredients 
from around the world, and purposefully selected 15 winning 
nutrient-dense, and powerful botanicals.  

Every active ingredient is grown on organic farm and harvested 
at the peak of the season to ensure the nutrients remain in their 
most potent form. Each one carries organic certification and 
uses the best extraction method to retain their active, potent, 
nutrient-rich properties.  

FINEST INGREDIENTS
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INGREDIENTS MAP
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15 Organic Active Ingredients 

Sourced From 10 Different Countries



CERTIFICATIONS & SAFETY RATING

La Coéss® is proud to be USDA, OTCO organic certified, 

Vegan certified, as well as Cruelty-Free certified. We pledge 
100% honesty to deliver pure products with optimal efficacy, free 
from parabens, colorants, additives, mineral or palm oils, sulfates, 
PEGs, TEA, DEA, phthalates, GMOs, silicones, synthetic 
fragrances, endocrine disruptors, carcinogens, dyes, alcohol, 
pesticides, or toxins of any kind.

Being certified organic is a 

baseline requirement for La Coéss.  

We are much more than this !
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15 Potent Organic Ingredients
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Wrinkles & Firmness Nourish & Protect Wrinkles & Balance Wrinkles & Firmness Anti-inflammatory & Protect

Radiance & Calm Protect & Wrinkles Revitalize & Balance Balance & Radiance Radiance & Anti-inflammatory

Nourish & Smooth Wrinkles & Smooth Revitalize & Firmness Anti-inflammatory & Calm Revitalize & Anti-inflammatory

Carrot Chia SeedCamelliaAvocadoArgan

Evening Primrose Grape Seed Jasmine Jojoba Lavender

Pomegranate Prickly Pear Rosehip Rosemary Seabuckthorn



CONTACT INFO

info@lacoess.com 

lacoess 

lacoessfaceoil 

lacoess 

lacoess
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OUR LOGO
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FULL INGREDIENTS
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Simmondsia chinensis (Jojoba) Oil*, Rosa canina (Rosehip) Seed Oil*, Camellia 
oleifera (Camellia) Seed Oil*, Argania spinosa (Argan) Oil*, Salvia hispanica 
(Chia) Seed Oil*, Opuntia ficus indica (Prickly Pear) Oil*, Persea gratissima 

(Avocado) Oil*, Hippophae rhamnoides (Seabuckthorn) Berry CO2*, Oenothera 
biennis (Evening Primrose) Oil*, Non-GMO Tocopherol (Vitamin E)**, Daucus 

carota (Carrot) CO2*, Punica granatum (Pomegranate) Oil*, Vitis Vinifera 
(Grape) Seed Oil*, Lavandula angustifolia (Lavender) Essential Oil*, Rosmarinus 

officinalis (Rosemary) Essential Oil*, Jasminum sambac (Jasmine) Extract* 

*Certified Organic Ingredient 
**GMO Free Ingredient 

 INCI NAMES 


